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Career Mode You're a football pro, now what? Career Mode can track and analyze your play over
your career. Each season offers new challenges based on historical competitions, and will be
challenging enough to keep you motivated when you're constantly improving. The best players in
the world showcase their talents, and mastering the game means possessing the precise skill-set to
unlock them, while challenging techniques and unique attributes allow you to come up with different
strategies. The goal in Career Mode is to win the UEFA Champions League, making the game as
realistic and immersive as possible, while analyzing and improving your style of play. You'll have the
opportunity to take control of one of 10 legendary players throughout your career, and improve your
unique attributes and traits to become one of the greatest players in the world. Tactics For the first
time, gameplay may deviate from the comfort zones of defense, pressing and possession-based play
to control the match with faster-paced, counter-attacking actions. Direct Control Each of the 10
Career Mode players has eight unique attributes and an array of groundbreaking new game
mechanics to create unique ways to play. Possessing great technique is only half the battle in FIFA,
because the other half depends on the mind of the player. With the introduction of Direct Control, set-
pieces, in-depth ball control and anticipatory vision, real football can be experienced again. Set-
pieces The introduction of set-pieces has given players the ability to control and set-up to score in
the most critical moments in the match. Power plays can be used to overload an opponent’s defense,
or the skill of the set-up, the angle of the pass, the speed of the shot and the tactical knowledge of
the opponent will affect the outcome of a match. Ball Control Probing runs, overloading runs,
sprinting, cutting, dribbling, and passes all improve your control of the ball. Analyzing the patterns of
the opposition allows for new tactics and moments of pressure on the opposition defense. Knowing
when to run and when to pass, dribble or dive is essential for the game’s speed. Visible player
intelligence - Natural player intelligence is improved due to the introduction of Visible Player
Intelligence, which shows players running patterns, dribbling their way to the ball, passing the ball,
receiving the ball and performing all the actions that come with playing the game. Players

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Over 40 new players. For the first time in a FIFA game, you can customise your team and
build your squad with over 40 new players and totally new animation systems for ball
mastery, including the ability to plough opponents into the turf.
Player run animations. The first real-time animal-like performance animations mean that your
player more closely replicates their true player movement during play. With new Player Run
animations, you can run as fast as you can to dictate the tempo of the game, with intelligent
animation systems choosing the most exhilarating and athletic movement when on the ball,
making every tackle and header a real-life experience.
Play to the Style. Introducing Total Team Control, new Player Touch Controls and real-time
reaction, and smarter team AI that won’t just run through opponents, but will also
intelligently switch play to a natural and efficient game rather than waiting for you to control
the tempo of the match. FIFA Ultimate Team Feature Career Mode highlight reel.
Real Player, All-New gameplay. Touch, skill, speed and intuition are all key to victory in FIFA
22. New Player Touch Actions see players perform pinpoint skill finishes, inspirational dribbles
and flawless touches, with what have been described as “the most realistic player animation
in EA SPORTS FIFA history.” Whether you play in tight or freeplay, multi-touch, aerial duels
and all-new all-skill Zones with intelligent AI mean that this new style of FIFA will appeal to a
wide range of players.
Completing skills. The explosion of new player touch and skill animations also mean that now
finishing is completed instantly once control is gained, with key touches offering vastly
increased realism and you can play closer to the glory of real-life, with all action controlled in
real time to reflect the movement of your player.
Energy flows. Managed attacking flows are more realistic and cover a wider area, providing
more passing options based on the players on the pitch.
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Cutting edge skill. For the first time, player abilities can be boosted with or without a ball,
allowing you to continuously upgrade your player every minute and control them on pitch
impact.
Hyper-motion. Using over 40 real-life players from 23 different nations and over 50 real-life
leagues, you can test your skills on-pitch 
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EA SPORTS FIFA 20 apk version with the latest features is here and can be updated manually
to the latest version available on Google Play. With the latest game, FIFA's returning fan-
favourites like dribbling, shooting, passing and head-popping returns. The likenesses of over
200 real-world players are painstakingly crafted with the help of FIFA's award-winning face
and body scanning technology. The full ball physics model and a new control scheme give
players the tools to compete like never before. FIFA 20 is packed with new engine capabilities
and a fresh new game engine providing players with a fluid and authentic football
experience. FIFA 20 is one of the best Android football games in the world. Everything from
brand new visual features to deeper gameplay takes you to a new level of intensity. The
game now includes new features such as the three-man back-line, new ball physics,
goalkeepers, visuals, and many more additions. The FIFA 20 game features tons of new
improvements and hundreds of new modes as the game features the new Attack, Defense,
Long Pass, Speed Boost, Ad Hoc 1v1, and Elite modes. If you want to download FIFA 20 Apk
Mod Data for Android then please click here. Key Features of FIFA 20 APK: FUT Highlights:
Live the moment of the game’s most celebrated moments: The UEFA Champions League,
Europa League, World Cup, and Club World Cup. The UEFA Champions League, Europa
League, World Cup, and Club World Cup. FIFA Ultimate Team Series: Make your Ultimate
Team from over 200 real-world players with breathtakingly authentic physical likenesses, and
get them all at once in an A-Z lineup. Make your Ultimate Team from over 200 real-world
players with breathtakingly authentic physical likenesses, and get them all at once in an A-Z
lineup. Play against your friends in FIFA Ultimate Team mode: Go head-to-head against each
other and take part in weekly Live Challenges. Play against your friends in FIFA Ultimate
Team mode: Go head-to-head against each other and take part in weekly Live Challenges.
FIFA eAM: Use football tactics to build an unbeatable team. Use football tactics to build an
unbeatable team. Valiant Arms: A brand new battle system delivers new challenges to
players and creates a whole new adrenaline rush. A brand bc9d6d6daa
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Customise the team you want to play as. Build your own unique squad to compete against the
world’s best players or play solo challenges with friends and strangers. Make the moves on the pitch
to triumph in the biggest competitions in all the FIFA universes. Virtual Pro – Real Pro Experience an
enhanced FIFA game with unmatched authenticity to the beautiful game on and off the pitch. Play on
the same fields that your favourite players have seen first-hand. Train alongside the real players and
your virtual Pro as they train on your team’s designated pitch. Compete as a professional player and
improve your skills in the training environment, with your chosen player and coach, with live
opposition to face. Beat your friends or improve your skills in the Virtual Pro training environment.
Discover the true meaning of match fitness with your Pro as they take you through their warm up.
Set up your own training session and turn back the clock on your FIFA career with the Virtual Pro.
Exclusive content All-new game modes Exclusive player features Exclusive stadium features Mix
Match Fabricate your Ultimate Team Real Player Motion Rivalry season Hand-crafted playlists
Stadium features Refurbished fields, updated courts, and new goal features give you more ways to
create, compete, and play on the pitch in FIFA 22. Refurbished fields Manage your football empire
from new stadiums, and expand your facilities all over the globe with 1.8 million square metres of all-
new environments Updated courts A brand new aim assist and shooting mechanics make your
passing more effective Updated goal features Make your own goal animations for your players to
delight your fans, and download new goal animations from EA SPORTS Football Club Vibranium
Unique new stadiums feature a wealth of new animations and visuals to make the most of the all-
new fields Fabricate your Ultimate Team Each team has its own squad of multiple footballers. Create
your dream squad and start your journey to glory in the all-new Remix Ultimate Team. With a
maximum of 30 players per club, you can even play as the goalkeeper. Mix Match Put your
knowledge and instincts to the test as you play against friends, rivals and even complete strangers.
Compete against them to lead your team to victory in tournaments that feature unique rules. Find
out who can beat who on your social leaderboards in Mix-match, create your own custom games
using the Mix-Match editor.
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What's new:

PACE GAMEPLAY We’ve made a dramatic shift from the
haphazard dribbling that characterized our last few soccer
titles to an emphasis on speed, ball rotation and individual
skill. The more options available, the more you’ll be able to
shape the game to your favor. We’ve taken some steps to
simplify FIFA Ultimate Team options.
PLAYER-EDUCATED DIRECT CONTROL. Player-driven
coaching and strategies – like “don’t give the ball to X
whenever you can’t play a teammate directly into a
dangerous situation” – have been implemented to help you
level up. An AI Director will guide your teammates and
manage strategy.
PLAYER BALANCING. We’ve focused all of our stadium
construction efforts on balanced teams where fans
appreciate realistic rosters. We’ve analyzed fan feedback
and applied football analytics to our AFLX series to achieve
a consistently balanced performance
PLAY TOWER. Make a run and all of your key players will
help defend the lead
CONTRACT TRACKING. Keep tabs on your players over time
and get an update on their contract status at the end of
the season
POWER TOOLS. Guide your players tactically from the
center of the field, introduce different formations, monitor
the performance of every player on the pitch at the same
time, and much more.
ULTIMATE POWER TRACKING. Never miss another
breakaway, long shot or first-touch counter again. If you
anticipate and can react in time, your players will know
where you want them to be.
LEGENDARY MANAGER. Become Jurgen Klinsmann, then be
challenged by literally everyone to see just how high you
can climb in one of our most balanced FIFA games yet.
CONTRACT TRACKING. Be immersed in the long-term
relationship that is the life of a football manager. Keep a
track on all your players to be alerted about their contract
status at the end of the season.
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LEGENDARY TRANSITION. Quickswitch to the offense
before the opposing defense knows what hit it. Plan
movement as if your next action will determine the
outcome of the match.
FANTASY MODE
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As the premiere sport videogame, FIFA comes equipped with all the tools you need to play like the
pros: world-class likenesses, immersive environments and the most comprehensive set of on-field
tools in video gaming. Every element of play comes to life as you command the pitch with the
precision of touch and the presence of movement that only videogames can provide. EA SPORTS
FIFA 20 A La Liga Match Day Experience Whether you’re a passionate football lover or a novice who
wants to learn the sport, EA SPORTS FIFA 20 introduces many new features and modes including the
all-new Exert Mode, which allows players to pick up the pace on the training pitch. EA SPORTS FIFA
20 celebrates the 25th anniversary of the 1994 FIFA World Cup with world-class gameplay and player
likeness, in stadiums and pitch-side environments, and packed with content and modes that bring
the event to life. Learn more at Features: EA SPORTS FIFA 20 delivers features such as 5 new
positions: Forward, Attacking Midfielder, Sweeper, Central Defender, and Full-Back, while AI and
game intelligence improvements provide greater situational awareness on the pitch. Experience the
next generation of sports video games with the inclusion of all-new dribble controls on skilled
players. Use the outside of your feet to beat your opponent, turn and twist on the pitch, and use
feints to fool defenders with a variety of control-based techniques. The Essentials return, including
New York, New York! New York’s iconic Empire State Building is included in EA SPORTS FIFA 20’s
Main Theme Park Series and makes a return to the EA SPORTS FIFA 20 soundtrack. Improvements to
the presentation of player models include overhauls to character heads, facial features, and hair.
Defenders and goalkeepers look fully enhanced in EA SPORTS FIFA 20, giving defenders a more
physical and realistic appearance. The A.I. in EA SPORTS FIFA 20 is improved across the entire pitch,
with goalkeeper switching for both teams, wider positioning, and new player reactions. My Club
reveals the story of your favourite football team and allows you to take part in exclusive behind the
scenes content with your favourite stars. And we’re welcoming new club sponsors, in celebration of
FIFA World Cup Russia, to FIFA 20. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 also introduces a new Ball Physics engine
which includes a new agility
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Recommended: OS: Windows 8 or Windows 7/8.1 (64-bit) Windows 8 or Windows 7/8.1 (64-bit)
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or better Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or better Memory: 4 GB 4 GB
Graphics: DirectX 11 capable GPU (GeForce 9800GT or better) DirectX 11 capable GPU (GeForce
9800GT or better) Hard Drive: 4 GB 4 GB Video: DirectX 11 capable GPU (GeForce 9
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